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BACKGROUND: There is paucity of data regarding the effects of delayed reperfusion (DR) on clinical outcomes in patients 
with incomplete reperfusion following mechanical thrombectomy. We hypothesized that DR has a strong association with 
clinical outcome in patients with incomplete reperfusion after mechanical thrombectomy (expanded Thrombolysis in Cerebral 
Infarction, 2a–2c).

METHODS: Single-institution’s stroke registry retrospective analysis of patients admitted from February 2015 to December 2020. 
DR was defined as the absence of any perfusion delay on ≈24-hour contrast-enhanced follow-up perfusion imaging, whereas 
persistent perfusion deficit denotes a perfusion delay corresponding to the catheter angiographic deficit directly after the 
intervention. The association of perfusion outcome (DR versus persistent perfusion deficit) with the occurrence of new infarcts and 
90-day functional independence (modified Rankin Scale score 0–2) was evaluated using logistic regression analyses. Comparison 
of predictive accuracy was evaluated by calculating area under the curve for models with and without perfusion outcome.

RESULTS: In 566 patients (mean age 74, 49.6% female), new infarcts in the incomplete reperfusion areas were less common 
in DR versus persistent perfusion deficit patients (small punctiform: 17.1% versus 25%, large confluent: 7.9% versus 63.2%; 
P=0.001). After adjustment for confounders, DR was a strong predictor of functional independence (adjusted odds ratio, 2.37 
[95% CI 1.34–4.23]). There was a significant improvement in predictive accuracy of functional independence when perfusion 
outcome was added to expanded Thrombolysis in Cerebral Infarction alone (area under the curve 0.57 versus 0.62, P=0.01).

CONCLUSIONS: Occurrence of DR is closely associated with tissue outcome and functional independence. DR may be an 
independent prognostic parameter, suggesting it as a potential outcome surrogate for medical rescue therapies.

GRAPHIC ABSTRACT: A graphic abstract is available for this article.

Key Words: ischemic stroke ◼ magnetic resonance imaging ◼ reperfusion ◼ thrombectomy ◼ tomography

Achieving early and, at best, complete reperfusion, 
and salvaging tissue at risk is the current aim of all 
large vessel occlusion acute ischemic stroke treat-

ment strategies.1–3 However, in a considerable proportion 
of patients, reperfusion is only achieved partially due to 
residual occlusions persisting after the intervention.4,5

As the effect of reperfusion is profoundly time-depen-
dent, it remains unknown if—and to what extent—delayed 
reperfusion (DR) favors good clinical outcomes in patients 
undergoing mechanical thrombectomy (MT).6 Although 
there seems to be a good correlation between angio-
graphically assessed reperfusion and post-interventional 
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degree of tissue perfusion, detailed analyses suggest 
heterogeneity of post-interventional perfusion in patients 
with incomplete reperfusion.7–10

We hypothesized that patients with DR after incom-
plete MT have better tissue and clinical outcomes, 
and are more likely to resemble the clinical course of 
patients with immediate complete reperfusion during the 
intervention.

METHODS
Study Design
Single-institution’s stroke registry retrospective observational 
analysis for all patients admitted between February 2015, and 
December 2020 with acute ischemic stroke. The study has been 
conducted in accordance with the 1964 Helsinki Declaration 
and its subsequent amendments,11 and was approved by the 
local ethics committee (Kantonale Ethikkomission Bern, refer-
ence ID 231/14) The data supporting the findings of this study 
are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable 
request and clearance by the ethics committee. Patient data 
has been processed in the registry according to the Swiss 
Federal Data Protection Act.12 This manuscript follows the 
STROBE (Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies 
in Epidemiology) reporting guideline (Supplemental Material).13

Patient Selection and Eligibility Criteria
All potential MT candidates were initially evaluated for eli-
gibility. Patients who actively refused usage of their data 
for research purposes and who did not undergo MT were 
excluded. Patients who ultimately did not undergo MT (eg, 
spontaneous reperfusion after alteplase), or presented with 
an isolated extracranial, or posterior vessel occlusion, were 
excluded. Patients with final expanded Thrombolysis in 
Cerebral Infarction (eTICI) grade 2a to 3, and who had follow-
up perfusion imaging at 24±12 hours after MT have been 
further analyzed. Flow chart details are shown in Figure S1. To 
address potential bias of inclusion, sensitivity analyses were 
performed between patients who did and did not undergo 
perfusion imaging on follow-up.

Clinical Variables
We screened for patients` baseline characteristics, interventional, 
neuroimaging, and outcome variables. Mortality and functional 

outcome were assessed with the modified Rankin Scale score 
at 90 days, where disability was categorized in one of the fol-
lowing categories: 0 (no symptoms), 1 (no significant disability), 
2 (slight disability), 3 (moderate disability), 4 (moderately severe 
disability), 5 (severe disability), 6 (fatal outcome). The modified 
Rankin Scale score was assessed by an independent research 
nurse at a 90-day follow-up visit, or via a structured telephone 
interview, where modified Rankin Scale score of 0 to 2 was 
defined as functional independence. Long-term mortality data 
extraction methods have been previously described.14

Neuroimaging
Patients have received preinterventional and follow-up imag-
ing with either a computed tomography (CT) or magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI). CT (SOMATOM Definition Edge, Siemens, 
Erlangen, Germany) included following imaging modalities: non-
contrast CT (slice thickness: 1 mm and/or 3 mm), CT angiogra-
phy in early arterial (slice thickness: 0.6 mm), late venous (slice 
thickness: 1 mm) phase, and perfusion imaging. MRI (1.5/3T 
MRI Avanto, Avanto fit, Verio, Aera, Skyra fit and Vida, Siemens, 
Erlangen, Germany) included: fluid-attenuated inversion recovery, 
intracranial time-of-flight angiography, diffusion-weighted imag-
ing, susceptibility-weighted imaging, contrast-enhanced cervical, 
and intracranial angiography, gradient-echo dynamic susceptibil-
ity contrast perfusion, and optional post-contrast T1-weighted 
imaging. Postprocessing software syngo.via (Siemens) was used 
to process CT perfusion data, as was Olea Sphere Software (Olea 
Sphere v2.3; Olea Medical, La Ciotat, France) to generate MRI 
perfusion maps. Following perfusion maps were generated: rela-
tive cerebral blood volume, time to maximum (Tmax), mean transit 
time, relative cerebral blood flow, time to peak, and temporal maxi-
mum intensity projection map. First, follow-up imaging was per-
formed ≈24 hours after the intervention, where DR was evaluated 
on time to peak and Tmax maps due to their high sensitivity.15,16 
Diffusion-weighted imaging and CT were used to screen for new 
infarcts within the hypoperfused territory after incomplete MT.17,18

Neuroimaging Variables
Based on initial imaging, sites of arterial occlusions were cat-
egorized into one of the following: intracranial carotid artery, 
proximal segment of the middle cerebral artery (M1), insular 
segment of the middle cerebral artery (M2), opercular segment 
of the middle cerebral artery (M3), precommunicating and post-
communicating segment of the anterior cerebral artery (A1–2). 
eTICI scale was used for reperfusion success grading, where 
eTICI 2a corresponds to the 1% to 49%; 2b to 50% to 50% 
to 66%; 2b67 to 67% to 89%; 2c to 90% to 99%; and 3% to 
100% reperfusion of the affected territory. eTICI grading was 
performed by a core lab of 4 neuroradiologists on final angi-
ography runs, blinded to clinical data, where eTICI≥2b50 was 
categorized as successful reperfusion.19

DR was defined as the absence of a focal perfusion delay 
with values of Tmax≥4 seconds on contrast-enhanced fol-
low-up perfusion imaging within the territory of the initially 
occluded artery (Figure 1A and 1B). Conversely, a persistent 
perfusion deficit (PPD) was defined as a persisting perfusion 
imaging deficit on follow-up perfusion imaging with focally 
increased delays with values of Tmax≥4 seconds within the 
territory of the initially occluded large artery, correspond-
ing to the location of the antegrade capillary phase deficit 

Nonstandard Abbreviations and Acronyms

ASPECTS Alberta Stroke Program Early CT Score
CT computed tomography
DR delayed reperfusion
eTICI  expanded Thrombolysis in Cerebral 

Infarction
MRI magnetic resonance imaging
MT mechanical thrombectomy
PPD persistent perfusion deficit
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on the final angiography image area after incomplete MT 
(Figure 1C and 1D). To streamline perfusion outcome evalu-
ation, there was a central adjudicated charter (see Methods 
S1). Perfusion outcome was rated by 4 independent neuro-
radiologists who were not involved in the treatment of these 
patients (Krippendorf alpha, 0.82 [95% CI, 0.80–0.84] for a 
random sample of 50 patients).

Presented definitions for DR and PPD are valid only for 
patients with incomplete reperfusion (eTICI 2a–2c), whereas 
for eTICI 3 patients, perfusion outcome was rated as either 
sustained reperfusion, meaning absence of focal perfu-
sion delay after complete reperfusion, or a new focal perfu-
sion deficit within the territory of the initially occluded artery. 
For the purposes of excluding false positive ratings of PPD 
caused by susceptibility artifacts/hemorrhagic transforma-
tions, other sequences, such as susceptibility-weighted imag-
ing, were used (Figure S2).

For tissue outcome, new infarct was defined as demar-
cated infarcted area on follow-up imaging, which equates to 
the same area of brain parenchyma where there was capillary 
phase hypoperfusion due to incomplete reperfusion at the end 
of thrombectomy but no early demarcation on initial preinter-
ventional imaging. This variable was further semi-quantitatively 
graded into either small punctiform infarction with each single 
hypodensity or diffusion-weighted imaging-lesion <2 mm) or 

large confluent infarct type (single lesion ≥2 mm; Figure 1C 
and 1D).

ASPECTS (Alberta Stroke Program Early CT Score) was 
rated on either noncontrast CT or diffusion-weighted imaging 
sequences to quantitatively estimate the extent of early isch-
emic changes. Collateral status was graded with the American 
Society of Interventional and Therapeutic Neuroradiology/
Society of Interventional Radiology scale on preinterventional 
angiography imaging.20

Statistical Analysis
Results are reported as median (interquartile range) and n (%) 
unless specified otherwise. Fisher exact test has been used 
for categorical and Mann-Whitney U for continuous variables. 
Logistic regression was used with functional independence 
as a dependent variable. Results of the logistic regression 
analysis are displayed as adjusted odds ratios (aOR), with 
corresponding 95% CI, where aORs of the independent vari-
ables were plotted as forest plots. Regression was adjusted 
for baseline confounders and potentially pathophysiological 
covariates which could influence patient outcome: age (con-
tinuous variable), sex (binary variable), National Institutes 
of Health Stroke Scale on admission (continuous variable, 
aOR referring to one point increase), onset-to-door time 

Figure 1. Delayed reperfusion and persistent perfusion deficit on perfusion follow-up imaging.
Time to maximum (Tmax) and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) imaging maps were evaluated on admission and follow-up examinations. Final 
angiography runs are displayed with high contrast to emphasize the capillary phase deficits. A, Patient with a right side M1 occlusion with delayed 
reperfusion on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) follow-up after expanded Thrombolysis in Cerebral Infarction (eTICI) 2b50 reperfusion, 
together with corresponding admission DWI (top-left), admission perfusion imaging (bottom-left), final angiography imaging (middle), follow-
up DWI (top-right), follow-up perfusion imaging (bottom-right). B, Patient with a left side M2 occlusion with delayed reperfusion on MRI follow-
up after eTICI 2b67 reperfusion, together with corresponding admission CT imaging (top-left), admission perfusion imaging (bottom-left), final 
angiography imaging (middle), follow-up DWI (top-right), follow-up perfusion imaging (bottom-right). C, Patient with a right side M1 occlusion 
with persistent perfusion deficit and confluent infarct on MRI follow-up after eTICI 2b50 reperfusion together with corresponding admission 
DWI (top-left), admission perfusion imaging (bottom-left), final angiography imaging (middle), follow-up DWI (top-right), follow-up perfusion 
imaging (bottom-right). D, Patient with a right side M1 occlusion with persistent perfusion deficit and punctiform-infarct on MRI follow-up after 
eTICI 2b67 reperfusion together with corresponding admission DWI (top-left), admission perfusion imaging (bottom-left), final angiography 
imaging (middle), follow-up DWI (top-right), and follow-up perfusion imaging (bottom-right).
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(continuous variable, aOR referring to one hour delay), intra-
venous thrombolysis (binary variable), collateral status (ordinal 
variable with a step-wise increase), ASPECTS (ordinal vari-
able with a step-wise increase), occlusion site (categorical 
variable), perfusion outcome (binary variable), and eTICI score 
(ordinal variable with a step-wise increase). Additionally, a 
new variable—eTICI—was computed as a combination of final 
incomplete reperfusion eTICI scores (2a, 2b50, 2b67, and 2c) 
and perfusion outcome (DR and PPD), amounting to a total of 
8 categories (4x2), with the final, ninth, category encompass-
ing only eTICI 3 patients. eTICI variable coding is presented 
in the Table S1. This variable was subsequently used as one 
of the covariates in the analyses in 2 different settings, first 
begin defined as a categorical, and later as ordinal variable 
with step-wise increase. To compare predictive accuracy of 
models, receiver operating characteristics were constructed 
and areas under the receiver operating characteristics curve 
(area under the curve [AUC]) were calculated. DeLong test 
was used for comparison between 2 bootstrapped receiver 
operating characteristics curves. Bar plots have been used to 
present tissue and perfusion outcomes stratified across the 
incomplete reperfusion scale (eTICI 2a–2c). Uniformly, clini-
cal outcome is represented with modified Rankin Scale plots 
stratified by perfusion outcome across the eTICI spectrum. 
All statistical analyses were conducted using R v4.0.0.21 For 
a complete list of used statistical packages, refer to Table S2.

RESULTS
Study Population and Inclusion Bias
The final study population constituted 566 patients, 
with a median age of 74 (interquartile range, 62.3–
81.5), among which 281 (49.6%) were female. Bet-
ter baseline and outcome characteristics have been 
observed in patients who underwent perfusion imag-
ing on follow-up when compared with those who did 
not, as denoted in Table S3.

Follow-Up Perfusion Patterns
Overall, DR was present in 40.3% (n=228) patients 
with incomplete reperfusion following MT, whereas all 
eTICI 3 patients (n=194) showed sustained reperfusion 
without focal perfusion delays on follow-up imaging, as 
shown in the Table. The majority of patients underwent 
MRI imaging on follow-up, as opposed to CT (79.2% 
versus 20.8%). DR and PPD rates among patients with 
incomplete reperfusions (eTICI 2a–2c) varied across 
the eTICI spectrum, with higher rates of DR observed 
in better reperfusion scores (eTICI 2a versus 2c: 21.1% 
versus 82.6%, P<0.001). There was no significant differ-
ence between different occlusion sites and rates of DR 
(P=0.49). DR patients had higher ASPECTS (DR ver-
sus PPD: 8 [7–9] versus 7 [6–9]; P<0.001), and longer 
intervention-to-follow-up time window (DR versus PPD: 
21.9 hours [18.5–25.3] versus 19.5 hours [14.7–22.9]; 
P<0.001).

Relevance of Delayed Reperfusion for Tissue 
Outcome
Increasing rates of DR strongly correlate with preserved 
tissue where there were no newly infarcted demarca-
tions (DR versus PPD: 75% versus 11.8%, P<0.001). 
Inversely, with increasing rates of PPD more small 
punctiform- and, specifically, large confluent-type of 
new infarcts were observed on follow-up imaging (DR 
punctiform-type: 17.1% and confluent-type: 7.9% versus 
PPD punctiform-type: 25% and confluent-type: 63.2%; 
P=0.001). In patients with incomplete reperfusion, 
there was a close correlation between increasing eTICI 
grades, higher chances of delayed reperfusion, and lower 
chances of new infarct development despite incomplete 
reperfusion (see Figure S3).

Clinical Impact of Delayed Reperfusion
Better reperfusion rates across the eTICI spectrum 
were associated with better functional independence, 
as shown in Figure 2A. However, in each eTICI stra-
tum denoting different levels of reperfusion (eTICI 
2a–2c), there was a profound effect of DR on clinical 
outcomes. Vice versa, there was better outcome among 
patients with DR of any eTICI grade as opposed to 
patients with PPD of any eTICI grade (eg, better out-
come of eTICI 2b50 with DR than eTICI 2c with PPD, 
Figure 2B). In patients with incomplete postprocedural 
reperfusion, DR showed independent association with 
functional independence (aOR, 2.37 [95% CI, 1.34–
4.23]; Table S4) and lower mortality (adjusted hazard 
ratio, 0.60 [95% CI, 0.39–0.91]; Figure S4). There was 
a significant increase in predictive accuracy when eTICI 
was compared with a model which aside from eTICI also 
included perfusion outcome (AUC, 0.57 [95% CI, 0.52–
0.63] versus AUC 0.62 [95% CI, 0.56–0.68]; P=0.01; 
Figure 3A). This increased accuracy did not reach sig-
nificant levels in a model adjusted for other clinical 
cofactors (AUC, 0.77 [95% CI, 0.73–0. 82] versus AUC 
0.79 [95% CI, 0.74–0.83]; P=0.15; Figure 3B).

Expanded Thrombolysis in Cerebral Infarction
With few exceptions, there was a consistent increase 
in functional independence with increasing eTICI 
levels (see close to linear decrease in aOR across 
the eTICI spectrum denoted in Figure S5). Nota-
bly, all eTICI with DR showed higher aOR than all 
eTICI scores with PPD. Patients with eTICI 2b67 
and eTICI 2c with DR closely resembled the clinical 
course of patients with eTICI 3 (eTICI 2b67 with DR 
aOR‚ 1.07 [95% CI, 0.57–2.03]; P=0.84; reference 
category eTICI 3, Figure S5). The averaged aOR was 
1.21 (95% CI, 1.12–1.32) per eTICI step increase 
(Figure S5 last row).
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Table. Comparison of Perfusion Follow-Up Patients Stratified by Perfusion Outcome

Variable Overall SR DR PPD 
P values (SR+ 
DR vs PPD) 

P values (DR 
vs PPD) 

N (%) 566 (100%) 194 (34.3%) 228 (40.3%) 144 (25.4%)   

Age (median [IQR]) 74 [62–81] 75 [63–82] 74 [64–80] 74 [61–82] 0.881 0.642

Sex=Female (%) 281 (49.6) 92 (47.4) 113 (49.6) 76 (52.8) 0.439 0.619

Atrial fibrillation=yes (%) 212 (37.5) 83 (42.8) 90 (39.5) 39 (27.1) 0.004 0.02

Diabetes=yes (%) 88 (15.5) 33 (17.0) 34 (14.9) 21 (14.6) 0.813 >0.99

Hyperlipidemia=yes (%) 369 (65.2) 133 (68.6) 145 (63.6) 91 (63.2) 0.63 >0.99

Hypertension=yes (%) 388 (68.6) 135 (69.6) 162 (71.1) 91 (63.2) 0.134 0.142

Glucose on admission, mmol/L (median [IQR]) 6.5 [5.8–7.8] 6.5 [5.9–7.5] 6.4 [5.8–8.0] 6.7 [5.7–7.7] 0.807 0.733

NIHSS on admission (median [IQR]) 13 [7–19] 11 [6–18] 14 [8–18] 13 [8–19] 0.298 0.717

Onset-to-door, h (median [IQR]) 2.82  
[1.47–6.27]

2.23  
[1.23–5.05]

3.22  
[1.76–7.36]

3.00  
[1.75–6.58]

0.215 0.758

Intervention-to-follow-up, h (median [IQR]) 21.32  
[17.15–24.30]

21.65  
[17.56–24.32]

21.97  
[18.45–25.34]

19.45  
[14.74–22.88]

<0.001 <0.001

Intravenous thrombolysis=yes (%) 223 (39.4) 83 (42.8) 84 (36.8) 56 (38.9) 0.963 0.774

Number of device passes (median [IQR]) 1 [1–2] 1 [1–2] 1 [1–2] 2 [1–3] <0.001 <0.001

Occlusion sites, %     0.746 0.499

 ICA 113 (20.0) 38 (19.6) 47 (20.6) 28 (19.4)   

 M1 293 (51.8) 99 (51.0) 123 (53.9) 71 (49.3)   

 M2 148 (26.1) 53 (27.3) 53 (23.2) 42 (29.2)   

 M3 7 (1.2) 2 (1.0) 4 (1.8) 1 (0.7)   

 A1-2 5 (0.9) 2 (1.0) 1 (0.4) 2 (1.4)   

mRS score 0–2, % 338 (59.7) 135 (69.6) 145 (63.6) 58 (40.3) <0.001 <0.001

eTICI, %     <0.001 <0.001

 2a 19 (3.4)  4 (1.8) 15 (10.4)   

 2b50 51 (9.0)  11 (4.8) 40 (27.8)   

 2b67 158 (27.9)  94 (41.2) 64 (44.4)   

 2c 144 (25.4)  119 (52.2) 25 (17.4)   

 3 194 (34.3) 194 (100.0)     

Imaging modality on follow-up     <0.001 <0.001

 CT 118 (20.8) 27 (13.9) 42 (18.4) 49 (34.0)   

 MRI 448 (79.2) 167 (86.1) 186 (81.6) 95 (66.0)   

New infarction, %     <0.001 <0.001

 No 382 (67.5) 194 (100.0) 171 (75.0) 17 (11.8)   

 Small punctiform type 75 (13.3)  39 (17.1) 36 (25.0)   

 Large confluent type 109 (19.3)  18 (7.9) 91 (63.2)   

ASPECTS (median [IQR]) 8 [7–9] 8 [8–9] 8 [7–9] 7 [6–9] <0.001 <0.001

ASITN/SIR collaterals score, %     <0.001 0.001

 0 45 (8.0) 20 (10.3) 18 (7.9) 7 (4.9)   

 1 132 (23.3) 46 (23.7) 47 (20.6) 39 (27.1)   

 2 167 (29.5) 33 (17.0) 66 (28.9) 68 (47.2)   

 3 194 (34.3) 76 (39.2) 89 (39.0) 29 (20.1)   

 4 28 (4.9) 19 (9.8) 8 (3.5) 1 (0.7)   

Categorical data are expressed as real numbers (n) and percentages (%). Continuous data are presented as median (n) and IQR.
A1–2 indicates precommunicating and post-communicating segment occlusion of the anterior cerebral artery; ASITN/SIR, American Society of Interventional and 

Therapeutic Neuroradiology/Society of Interventional Radiology; ASPECTS, Alberta Stroke Program Early CT Score; CT, computed tomography; DR, delayed reperfusion; 
eTICI, expanded Thrombolysis in Cerebral Infarction; ICA, internal carotid artery occlusion; IQR, interquartile range; M1, proximal occlusion of the middle cerebral artery; 
M2, insular segment occlusion of the middle cerebral artery; M3, opercular segment occlusion of the middle cerebral artery; mRS, modified Rankin Scale; NIHSS, National 
Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; PPD, persistent perfusion deficit; and SR, sustained reperfusion.
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DISCUSSION
This study has the following main findings: (1) DR occurs 
in 20% to 80% of patients depending on the post-
interventional eTICI score; (2) independent of the eTICI 
score, DR is strongly associated with preserved tissue 
status and favorable functional outcome; (3) patients 
with incomplete thrombectomy, but DR, closely resemble 
the clinical course of patients with complete reperfusion 
after thrombectomy; (4) incorporating DR significantly 
increases the chances for predicting functional indepen-
dence when compared with the final eTICI score alone.

Delayed reperfusion appears to be common, occurring 
in ≈40% of patients with incomplete reperfusion after 
MT in our study. Similar DR rates have been observed 
by others, with higher chances of DR occurrence among 
patients with higher final TICI score.7,9,10,22 In the DEFUSE 
II trial (Diffusion and Perfusion Imaging Evaluation for 
Understanding Stroke Evolution II), 58.46% of patients 
showed DR, with higher rates observed among patients 
with TICI 2B as opposed to patients with, for example, 
TICI 0 to 2A (72.7% versus 51%).7 Tan et al,22 shared the 
same observation of increasing TICI rates correlating well 
with increasing DR rates among 41.6% of their cohort who 
achieved DR (modified Thrombolysis in Cerebral Infarc-
tion [mTICI] score 0–2a versus mTICI 2b–2c: 0% versus 
57.6%). Even when perfusion imaging is performed ≤30 

minutes after MT, DR may be observed in approximately 
every fourth patient (mTICI 2A-2B).10 There have been 
observations of hypoperfusion patterns in patients with 
complete reperfusion (mTICI 3) when observed in short 
enough time window.10 Similarly to other studies,7,9,22 we 
have evaluated perfusion outcome in a follow-up period 
of 24±12 hours and were not able to delineate hypoper-
fusion patterns of Tmax>4 s delay in completely reper-
fused patients (eTICI 3). Potential explanation for this 
discrepancy to other studies23,24 could be that perfusion 
abnormalities are a strongly time-dependent phenome-
non, but also due to different definitions of hypoperfusion 
in each study (ie, definition of no-reflow versus PPD, sug-
gesting persistent vessel occlusions).23,24 It would also be 
reasonable to assume the presence of unrecognized dis-
tal occlusions on final angiography images, which could 
only be detected on time-sensitive follow-up perfusion 
imaging.15,16 This may occur more often when interven-
tionalists have to grade their own interventions.25 To avoid 
potentially biased rating, we have used an independent 
core lab blinded to clinical data (see Methods).

Strong effect of DR on clinical outcome has been 
shown, with DR patients of any eTICI grade having a bet-
ter clinical outcome than PPD patients of any eTICI grade. 
Other studies showcased similar results of perfusion out-
come exhibiting a strong effect on clinical outcome across 
the TICI spectrum,7,10 although some studies included only 

Figure 2. Clinical impact of delayed reperfusion.
A, Better reperfusion rates across the expanded Thrombolysis in Cerebral Infarction (eTICI) spectrum were associated with better functional 
independence. B, There was better outcome among patients with delayed reperfusion (DR) of any eTICI grade as opposed to patients with 
persistent perfusion deficit (PPD) of any eTICI grade, eg, better outcome of eTICI 2b50 with DR than eTICI 2c with PPD.
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patients with successful reperfusion.22 Although the exact 
time point of delayed reperfusion is unknown,7,9,10,22,26 the 
clinical magnitude of this association was considerable 
across all eTICI scores and notably independent of the 
patients' collateral status. In our large series of patients 
with follow-up perfusion imaging, this effect was so pro-
nounced that patients who had poor reperfusion grade on 
their last catheter angiographic control run, but presented 
with DR on follow-up, had better clinical outcomes than 
patients with higher final eTICI scores, but PPD on follow-
up. DR patients had also higher ASPECTS, which is not 
surprising considering the association between DR and 
collateral status we have observed. Even after including 
ASPECTS in all statistical models, significance and effect 
size of the association between DR with clinical outcome 
remained unchanged.

Current guidelines recommend to achieve TICI 2c/3 
whenever possible.27 However, not all patients may bene-
fit from rescue treatments aimed at improving incomplete 
reperfusion to a complete or near complete reperfusion.28 
For more distal occlusions, intraarterial fibrinolytics may 
constitute a reasonable option,29,30 and is currently per-
formed by some interventionalists.31,32 Identification of 
patients for medical rescue treatments is difficult as 
many unknowns are present at the time when a potential 
decision is being made after the endovascular procedure. 

The present study highlights that not all patients may 
benefit from such rescue strategies, as a considerable 
proportion of patients experience spontaneous DR. 
Patients with DR tend to resemble the clinical course 
and outcome of eTICI 3 patients, making it less likely for 
them to expect any benefit from pursuing further rescue 
medical treatments. Vice versa, patients with PPD have 
a high risk for infarct expansion and poor clinical out-
comes, making them ideal candidates to pursue rescue 
treatments. Predicting perfusion outcome at 24 hours at 
the time point when the intervention ends with incom-
plete thrombectomy (eTICI 2a–2c), if achievable with 
high accuracy, would be useful in clinical practice. An 
accurate prediction could help steer the patient selection 
process for rescue treatments. Perfusion imaging could 
also be considered as a surrogate-imaging end point for 
clinical trials evaluating medical rescue treatment strate-
gies (eg, additional administration of intravenous or intra-
arterial thrombolytics) after incomplete thrombectomy.

Currently, findings are sparse regarding factors associ-
ated with DR. We have found that higher post-interven-
tional eTICI score, lower number of device passes, better 
collateral status, and history of atrial fibrillation are all fac-
tors which seem to favor DR. Accordingly, these factors 
might be taken into considerations in decisions regarding 
rescue treatments and their anticipated risks and benefits.

Figure 3. Predictor accuracy for favorable clinical outcome.
A, Unadjusted regression model for only expanded Thrombolysis in Cerebral Infarction (eTICI; red) and eTICI with perfusion outcome (blue) 
showed significant effect of perfusion outcome on clinical outcome (area under the curve [AUC], 0.57 [95% CI, 0.52–0.63] vs AUC 0.62 [95% 
CI, 0.56–0.68], respectively; P=0.01). B, Multivariable logistic regression models adjusted to age, sex, National Institutes of Health Stroke 
Scale on admission, onset-to-door time, intravenous thrombolysis, collateral status, occlusion site, Alberta Stroke Program Early CT Score, and 
eTICI (colored in red, see Methods). Aside from the aforementioned, perfusion outcome was added as an additional variable to the comparator 
model (blue). There was no statistical significance between the 2 models (AUC, 0.77 [95% CI‚ 0.73–0. 82] vs AUC, 0.79 [95% CI‚ 0.74–0.83], 
respectively; P=0.15).
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There are many predictors of favorable functional 
outcome such as early clinical improvement,33 periven-
tricular white matter disease,34 speed of infarct progres-
sion,35 or age and early motor function.36 Although eTICI 
obtained at the end of the endovascular procedure is 
regarded as one of the strongest predictors of favor-
able 90-day outcome,37–39 we have found that DR is 
much stronger in predicting favorable outcome than is 
the final eTICI score alone. Bivariate comparison has 
shown an accuracy benefit of implementing DR rates 
into the prediction model, providing evidence that the 
predictive value of DR for clinical outcomes is indepen-
dent of the achieved eTICI score. This difference was 
attenuated and nonsignificant when models were addi-
tionally adjusted for other confounders known to influ-
ence clinical outcomes. However, the study population 
may not be powered to detect increments in predictive 
accuracy in fully adjusted models.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. Generalizability of 
our results is limited by a single-center retrospective 
nature of our study. Selection bias was present in a 
sense that patients with follow-up perfusion imag-
ing had better presenting clinical profile at baseline. 
Therefore, the absolute prevalence of patients with 
DR should also be interpreted carefully as DR rates 
may not be the same in the nonperfusion imaging 
group. Core volume is a known predictor of good out-
come, but data on quantitative measurements of isch-
emic core were not available for the present cohort.40 
Lastly, this study was not powered to show superiority 
of DR over eTICI as a predictor of 90-day outcome 
when adjusted for known factors influencing clinical 
outcomes.

Conclusions
In patients with incomplete reperfusion following MT, 
occurrence of DR is clinically relevant for functional 
recovery and preserving postprocedural tissue sta-
tus. This association was stable across all incomplete 
eTICI scores, independent of collateral status, and 
hence, proposes DR as a useful surrogate-imaging 
marker for potential rescue strategies. Patients with 
DR closely resemble the clinical course of patients 
with complete reperfusion at the end of thrombec-
tomy‚ making them less likely to benefit from rescue 
treatments.
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